Newly mated queens from the polygyne (multiple-queen) form of S. invicta show a weight polymorphism that correlates with their genotype at the protein locus Gp-9. Although this variation in weight might be expected to translate into variation in the ability of queens to initiate new colonies using stored energy reserves, a systematic examination of the colony-founding ability of newly mated polygyne-derived queens of different weights has never been reported. Here I compare the ability of monogyne-derived queens (Gp-9 BB M), heavy polygyne-derived queens (Gp-9 BB P), and light polygyne-derived queens (Gp-9
Newly mated queens from the polygyne (multiple-queen) form of S. invicta show a weight polymorphism that correlates with their genotype at the protein locus Gp-9. Although this variation in weight might be expected to translate into variation in the ability of queens to initiate new colonies using stored energy reserves, a systematic examination of the colony-founding ability of newly mated polygyne-derived queens of different weights has never been reported. Here I compare the ability of monogyne-derived queens (Gp-9 BB M), heavy polygyne-derived queens (Gp-9 BB P), and light polygyne-derived queens (Gp-9
Bb P) to initiate their own colonies using only stored energy reserves. Most measurements of the ants' abilities yielded the following scale of competency: Gp-9 BB M>Gp-9 BB P>Gp-9 Bb P. Surprisingly, most mated polygyne-derived queens of even the lighter genotype were capable of rearing considerable numbers of workers in isolation. This ability may be enhanced substantially in the field if such queens cooperate in initiating new nests (pleometrosis). These results are concordant with the growing body of work that implicates a simply inherited genetic polymorphism for the control of a complex social trait in this ant, and they indicate that the modes of reproduction in polygyne fire ants may show considerable diversity. However, the precise fate of these dispersing queens has always been inferential. Because new queens from polygynous colonies have on average considerably fewer fat reserves than their counterparts from monogynous (single-queen) colonies (Keller & Passera 1989) , it is thought that these queens are unable to initiate reproduction independently of worker assistance. Therefore, dispersing queens from polygynous nests are often thought to be restricted to initiating reproduction within unrelated conspecific colonies or, in the case of socially parasitic ants, heterospecific colonies (Hölldobler & Wilson 1990) .
New queens from polygynous nests, however, show considerable variation in those characteristics that are important for success during independent colony founding (Keller & Passera 1989; Stille 1996) . New queens from polygynous nests are highly variable in weight and fat content, and some fraction of these queens are phenotypically quite similar to new queens from monogynous colonies (Keller & Ross 1993; Sundström 1995) , and also show a similar propensity to disperse (Sundström 1995; DeHeer et al. 1999) . The greater weights of these dispersing queens suggest that they could attempt to initiate new colonies without worker assistance, but their ability to do so has not been directly assessed.
Queens from polygynous colonies of the fire ant Solenopsis invicta show a polymorphism for weight and fat content that is associated with their genotype at a single codominant locus designated Gp-9 (Keller & Ross 1995 , 1999 Ross et al. 1996) . Although many queens of the
